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I Introduction
It is obvious to any user of a monolingual dictionary that
the meaning of a lexical item is not only dependent on the
external form of the item but also on its syntactic or semosyntactic properties.1
this knowledge.

The terms homonymy and polysemy reflect

It is equally obvious for the user of a better

than average bilingual dictionary that the meaning of a lexical
item is also a function of each selection restriction associated
with it.

This observation is evident from the fact that differ-

ent translations are associated with a particular lexical item
dependent on the syntactic and/or semantic properties of the
constituents in its environment. The verb erinnern provides
an example for German:

In the environment "reflexive pronoun"

its translation is remember; in the environment "non-reflexive
object" its translation is remind.
The observations are, of course, true for lexical items in
a language independent of their translatability into some other
language. Only a few monolingual dictionaries, however, make
this observation explicit. Among the few notable examples are
the German Woerterbuch der deutschen Gegenwartssprache2 and
Hornby's An Advanced Learner's Dictionary3.

Hornby lists for

each verb the complement structures with which it may occur
and the meanings it has in each environment.
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Thus, observe

may mean to take notice of (to watch) or to say as comment in
the environment "that S", e.g. He observed that his wife had
arrived. However, in the environment "NP", observe can only
have the first interpretation, e.g. He observed the arrival of
his wife 4 .
In view of the possibility of specifying the meaning of a
lexical item or selecting a proper translation equivalent for it
by taking its environment into account, it may seem surprising
to the uninitiated that earlier MT systems had attempted to make
such selections based on different criteria:

considerations of

the type of text to be translated or of probability of occurrences
of lexical items.

The difficulties confronting attempts to

access the selection restrictions of a lexical item during the
surface analysis of a sentence by means of a context-free grammar
have been described in various monographs.

These difficulties

are multiplied when attempting the translation of languages,
such as German, where various agreement and government relations
hold between constituents, where lexical items and phrasal expressions often occur as discontinuous elements, and where
sentence constituents can occur in various orders.

The attempt

to incorporate selection restrictions of lexical items into
non-terminal symbols of context-free grammars would have increased
the number of such rules to unmanageable proportions.

For this

reason, the incorporation of such selection restrictions was
consequently suppressed.

The loss was two-fold:
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a)

The number of syntactic interpretations for a sentence

often increased ("forced readings").
b)

The selection of proper translation equivalents had

to be based on different criteria.

II Background of the Experiment
In summer 1966 I began investigating the possibilities of
improving various parts of the Linguistics Research System5
in order to cope with the increasing difficulties encountered
in the attempts to analyze and translate sentences in natural
language:

the prohibitively large number of syntactic and

translation rules necessary for the description and translation
of surface structures into surface structures and the inability
to deal with discontinuous constituents.6

The research was

influenced by the following guidelines:
1)

to improve translation by permitting access to selection

restrictions;
2)

to decrease the number of forced readings assigned to

sentences without an unreasonable increase in the number of
grammar and translation rules;
3)

to preserve as many as possible of the various algorithms

used for surface analysis, translation mapping and surface production.
The results were reported in December 1966 in an unpublished
paper which stated:
a)

that vastly improved translations were possible by

performing translation not from surface structures into surface
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structures but from standardized surface structures (standard
strings) into standardized surface structures;
b)

that these standard strings could be derived from the

syntactic reading of a sentence by means of an additional straightforward algorithm;
c)

that these translations could be obtained with an

overall decrease of grammar rules;
d)

that the core of the LRS algorithms could be retained;7

e)

that non-trivial paraphrases could be performed over

standard strings which were not possible over surface strings.
An experiment was subsequently performed to compare the
proposed translation procedure with the established one.

In

order to facilitate this comparison, a text was selected for
translation part of which had been translated in February 1966
using the Linguistics Research Center's first and second order
translation system.

Since the program which derived the stand-

ard strings from the corresponding sentence readings did not
exist, the standard terminals were represented as surface
terminals enclosed in asterisks.

Only in cases where surface

terminals occurred as homographs in the given text was a descriptor added in parentheses to reflect the disambiguating effect
of the standardization procedure.
In order to reduce the time spent on this experiment, only
one standard string of those sentences which had more than one
surface reading was selected.

(The number of readings for
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sentence 486 was 24, sentences 488, 489, and 492 had two readings each, all others had one.)

III Standard Strings
The standard representation of a sentence is a reordering of
its terminal elements (with their part-of-speech interpretation)
based on the surface interpretation of that sentence.

The re-

ordering could be performed by means of ordering instructions
assigned to each constituent in the consequent of a rule which
is part of the sentence reading.8
Assume the sentence He looked the word up is analyzed by
the rules represented in the following tree diagram:
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(The digits at the end of branches determine the mapping order
of the sister nodes).
The standard string corresponding to this reading would
then be:

he

ed

look

<PRN> <END>
<PAST>

<V>

up

the

word

<ADPREP> <DET>

<N>

where the part-of-speech interpretation of each terminal is
represented in angled brackets.

(One can obtain a standard

string by tracing down from each node, beginning with S, all
branches in their indicated order and not tracing up a branch
before all terminals below that branch have been reached).
The following standard order was defined for German surface
constituents:
For clause level elements:
Subject (of an active sentence), agent adverbial (of a
passive sentence), predicate, prefix, direct object, subject
(of a passive sentence), predicative complement, indirect object,
adverbials.
For phrase level elements:
Verbals:

Finite verb, non-finite verb, prefix.

Noun phrases: Head, post-modifier, pre-modifier, determiner.
Prepositional phrases:
For word level:

Preposition, object.

Affixes, stem.

Conjoined elements "A, B and C":
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and , A B C .

The standard order defined for English differed from that
for German only in that the elements of noun phrases occurred
in the sequence:

Determiner, pre-modifier, post-modifier,

head of noun phrase.

No significance is to be attributed to

this difference; the distinction was made primarily to facilitate
the reading of the output, the English standard strings.

The

distinction, however, shows the independence of the standard
orders of the two languages.
The greater ease with which strings given in standard
order could be analyzed may be evident when comparing the syntactic description of the following five sentences with the
corresponding standard descriptions.
1) Das Buch hat er seiner Frau gegeben.
2) Seiner Frau hat er das Buch gegeben.
3) Der Frau ist er gefolgt.
4) Seiner Frau hat er gehorcht.
5) Das Buch hat er gelesen.
(Clause level constituents consisting of more than one word
are underlined).

These sentences were analyzed by the follow-

ing rules:
l')

S  OBJ AUX SUBJ
ACC H
3
3
SG
SG DAT

OBJ PASTPART9
DAT H
ACC

2')

S  OBJ
DAT

OBJ PASTPART
ACC H
ACC

3')

S  OBJ AUX
DAT S
3
SG

AUX
H
3
SG

SUBJ
3
SG
DAT

SUBJ
3
SG

PASTPART
S
DAT
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4')

S  OBJ AUX
DAT H
3
SG

SUBJ
3
SG

PASTPART
H
DAT

5')

S  OBJ AUX SUBJ
ACC H
3
3 SG
SG

PASTPART
H
ACC

As we can observe, each change in word order (sentences 1
and 2), syntactic agreement (sentences 3 and 4) or government
(sentences 4 and 5) had to be analyzed by a new sentence rule.10
The corresponding standard representations, however, permitted
a far more economic analysis.
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Firstly, it will be noticed that permutations as in sentences
1) and 2) were reduced to the same representation.

Secondly,

it was possible to concatenate the verb with its immediately
contiguous elements, dropping with each concatenation the information that was necessary for the concatenation. This resulted in a considerably smaller number of grammar rules.
Note that all four readings have in common the rules S  SUBJ VP
3
3
SG SG
and VP  END V. Sentences 1) , 3) and 4) also have in common
3
3
SG
SG
the rule V  V
OBJ .11
It was, finally, possible to treat
DAT DAT
discontinuous lexical items as one piece and assign them a new,
their correct, syntactic interpretation.12
S  OBJ(4)

Thus the rule

PRED(2) SUBJ(l) PRFX(3) - the desired order of
ACTIVE
the constituents is given in parentheses - interpreting sentences

such as
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6) Diese Arbeit stellten sie ein = They discontinued this work.

7) Diese Loesung lehnte er ab = He rejected this solution.
generated the standard strings given in the tree diagrams below.13
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IV The Selection of Translation Equivalents
The possibility of associating more comprehensive syntactic information with lexical pieces in standard strings as a
consequence permitted an improved selection of translation
equivalents.

The list in Figures 7-1 through 7-6 contains a

number of German items with their selection restrictions and
the particular translations associated with each selection restriction.

The lexical items are listed in the order in which

they occur in the translated text.

The selection restrictions

which apply to the text are given a check mark.

No semo-

syntactic features, like HU, AN, AB (human, animate, abstract)
were taken into account when performing the translation; for
those features, cf. my appended paper "Requirements for
Machine Translation: Problems, Solutions, Prospects."
The translation possibilities which resulted from the performed
subclassification are indicated by light broken lines; the
ones selected, by heavy underlines.14

Of particular interest

is one of the translations for gelingen (sentence 494, Figure 7),
which permitted the mapping represented by the following diagram.
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"Breit + unit of measure" could be mapped into "wide + unit
of measure" or "unit of measure + in width", Zuordnung zu into
relation to or connection with.

The noun phrase lange Zeit

could be recognized as an adverbial of extension in time instead of as an object due to the feature TIM.

V Paraphrases
In order to show the variety of translations or paraphrases
possible over standard strings, a number of non-ad-hoc systematic
synonymy relationships were defined for English resulting in
the paraphrases given in Figures 3 and 4.

Synonymy relationships were

defined between lexical pieces and between syntactic structures.
Examples of the latter are the active : passive transformation,
the perfect tense : past tense transformation15

and the noun-

pre-modifier : noun-post-modifier transformation. Trivial
examples of lexical paraphrases were simple synonymy substitutions
like get : obtain, prominence :

protuberance, or circle : ring;

less trivial examples were lunar : moon, solar : sun, luminous :
light, bright :(to) shine, manage to ( + infinitive) : succeed in
(+gerund).

The effect of the syntactic classification of lexical

items which had been defined as synonymous resulted in a selection of only those syntactic superstructures which interpreted
them. Thus syntactic superstructures which were interpreted
by the same normal form expression (translation term) but which
could not form a well-formed tree with the selected lexical
items were filtered out during the production phase. 16
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The

effect of this filtering function is shown for two examples
in Figure 6; the sequence of normal form expressions S108, S100,
S108, S104, L176, S104, L125 (to be read from top to bottom,
left to right) simultaneously represents the four paraphrases
the solar disk, the disk of the sun, the sun's disk, the sun
d i s k . 17

VI Translations
The simulated standard representation of the German original
text (Figure 1) is given in Figure 2.

The computer output, the

mechanical translations, is shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-9.
The translations in Figures 5-1 through 5-3 show an approximation to English normal word order. A more precise rendering
would have required a separate processing stage, a rearrangement
part.

This stage seemed unnecessary for the purpose of the

experiment since it is a simple reversal of the generation of
standard strings from surface strings. A surface representation
of the English translations of the German corpus is given in
Figures 3-1 through 3-2.
The translation was performed using some of the then existing LRC analysis and translation algorithms.

These, in order

to speed up the actual processing time, stored in core all readings found. Whenever the number of readings exceeded the space
allotted for them, certain readings were irretrievably dropped.
If those readings were needed during the production phase, the
corresponding German lexical or syntactic structures were used
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instead. This effect is noticeable in the occurrence of
asterisked items in the English translations (also items,
given in script in Figure 3), in the occurrence of the German
standard order in noun phrases,18 which is different from the
defined English standard order, or simply in the ungrammaticality
of the generated sentence.

VII Conclusion
In spite of the improved translation capabilities through
translation over standard structures, the number of rules
necessary, using context-free grammars with simple vocabulary
symbols, was felt to be unnecessarily high.

The changes made

to remedy this deficiency are described in Lehmann/Stachowitz
1970, Vol. II.
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